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A student investigated the effect of sugar 
solutions on pieces of carrot. ..

Concentration % change in mass

0.0 +24

0.2 +12

0.4 etc +1 etc

Suggest why the student calculated 
the % change in mass

Carrotgate





Surface learning

activate acquire apply assess analyseactivate





Disconnected knowledge

Problem types

Surface learning



Deep, transferable learning

activate acquire apply assess analyseactivate



Deep, transferable learning

Big idea

Key concepts

Main ideas

Terms and facts

Problem types
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1. Problems, then knowledge

2. Teach problem-solving strategies

3. Build self-explanation skill

4. Differentiate scaffolding 

5. Assess with transfer tasks

5 lesson 
tweaks 

5 curriculum design habits



1. Problems, then 

knowledge



Magnesium is required 
by plants for 
photosynthesis. 
Growing plants in very 
alkaline soils may result 
in less biomass. 
Use the chart to explain 
why.

Why?



Let students experience productive failure





Plan an investigation on 
how temperature 
difference affects cooling 
and show the results on a 
graph. 

Determine how a 
variable affects the 
rate of temperature 
change from a graph.

Draw conclusions from 
graphs about the 
affect of several 
variables on rate of 
temperature change.

Lead to knowledge goals

Problem-solving goals

Temperature difference: When two objects are at different temperatures, 
energy moves from the warmer to the cooler until they are at the same 
temperature. The bigger the difference, the faster energy moves. 
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What determines how quickly an object cools?

“ “

Activity: What affects the rate of cooling?

water

orange

thermometer 
inside orange

I don't have dead 
bodies for you to 

test! Use a model   
– an orange.

Very structured, guided problem



Now the theory makes more sense



Introduce new situations



Add information to interpret, and justification



2. Teach problem-

solving strategies



• Many students don’t learn to apply spontaneously

• It acts as scaffolding

• It teaches metacognition

• It has worked across many subjects

Why?



Problem 
types for 

each 
concept



What concept is the problem about?

What knowledge do I need?

How do I answer the question ?

3 steps to applying knowledge



apply

Gradual release of responsibility

Demonstrate GuideExperience Empower



Find the 
key 

information

Demonstrate



Identify the 
relevant 

ideas

Demonstrate



Demonstrate



Isomorphic 
problem

Guide



Guide

Increasingly 
different 
problems



Empower

Exam 
questions



3. Build self-explanation 

skill



• Not everyone learns from worked examples

• It depends on whether they ‘self-explain’

• They may learn most from ‘just-in-time’ use during 
problem-solving

Why?



Use self-explanation prompts







4. Differentiate 

scaffolding



• Cognitive load varies for each student

• To create ‘challenge’ vary scaffolding

• Keep high ceiling, vary floor level

Why?



worked example

partial completion example

first your turn - isomorphic

your turn problems with hints

your turn problems without hints

scaffolding

fading Mixed up problems



5. Assess with transfer 

tasks



Assessment 
type

Scientific 
idea 
knowledge

Enquiry 
skills

Scientific 
thinking ability

Metacognitive 
ability

Quiz Yes Partly

Long answer Yes Partly Partly Partly

transfer task Yes Yes Yes Yes

Why?



Traditional tests
 

“Simplistic substitutes you 

can’t make inferences 

from beyond the task”

Rewards surface learning 

and teaching to the test

Dull and stressful 

Transfer tasks 
(authentic assessment)

“Examine student 

performance on worthy 
intellectual tasks“

Reward deep, transferable 

learning

Motivating 

Wiggins (1993)

Vs



Ditch microplastics from your wash

Free at masteryscience.com
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73% Polyester
27% Nylon One source of microplastics is 

our clothes.

Many of our clothes are made 

from synthetic fabrics - plastics.

Scientists are worried about pollution from 
microplastics. 

We know they harm sea animals, and they could 

be harming us.
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Every time you wash synthetic fabrics in your 
machine, they shed hundreds of thousands of 

microplastics.

microplastics

The water ends 
up in the ocean

clothes



Microplastic are tiny – they 
range in size from:

0.001 mm
Smallest 

microplastics
Mitochondrion

5 mm

Largest

microplastics
Grain of rice

to

© Mastery Science, 2023
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Engineers like me are trying to 
design a filter to put into 

washing machines to block the 

microplastics escaping and 

getting into the ocean.

Can you help me 

complete my design?



Clothes go 
in the drum. 
It then fills 
with water.

After the clothes are washed, 
the water leaves this way.

The water 
eventually ends 
up in the ocean.

2. Describe your invention in detail.

1. Introduce your invention in a sentence: What is it and what job does it do?

4. Give reasons why your invention should be made.

3. Explain how your invention works.

MICROPLASTIC FILTER

Microplastic facts
They are tiny – they range in size from 0.001 mm to 5 mm.
They get eaten by sea animals, where they can block their intestines and kill them.
We eat contaminated seafood. Scientists don’t yet know if microplastics harm us.

© Mastery Science, 2023



Become a case study school* in our research 
on deep, transferable learning*

Year 7/8 course at £399 £199

Understanding Science (physical) £9.99 £4.99

Practice books (physical) at £9.99 £4.99

Until 1st September.

Proper Science KS3 at 1/2 price

*Provide feedback before, during and after 1 year
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